Scalings for the stored energy and neutron yield, determined from experimental data are applied to both deuterium-only and deuterium-tritium plasmas in different neutral beam heated operational domains in Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor. The domain of the data considered includes the Supershot, High poloidal beta, Low-mode, and limiter Highmode operational regimes, as well as discharges with a reversed magnetic shear configuration. The new important parameter in the present scaling is the peakedness of the heating beam fueling profile shape. Ion energy confinement and neutron production are relatively insensitive to other plasma parameters compared to the beam fueling peakedness parameter and the heating beam power when considering plasmas that are stable to magnetohydrodynamic modes. However, the stored energy of the electrons is independent of the beam fueling peakedness. The implication of the scalings based onthis parameter is related to theoretical transport models such as radial electric field shear and Ion Temperature Gradient marginality models. Similar physics interpretation is provided for beam heated discharges on other major tokamaks. 
I. Introduction
One of the goals of understanding plasma energy confinement is to provide guidance for the construction of future devices which will reach ignition of the fusion fuel. One approach toward fulfilling this goal in magnetic fusion research has been the statistical analysis of tokamak energy confinement, using tokamak plasma parameters as predictor variables. These studies normally produce formula, or "scaling laws" for tokamak energy confinement based on data gathered from several tokamak experiments worldwide.
Among the many scaling studies of tokamak energy confinement, the ITER-89P L-mode scaling [l] is well known and has been applied to most tokamaks around the world. While a high correlation with the chosen data has been achieved over the entire domain considered, significant improvements (and also degradations) of energy confinement, ZE , have been produced in most tokamaks as compared to the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [2] It is demonstrated that the new scalings of energy confinement and neutron production can be applied to all beam heated deuterium (D) discharges in TFTR such as L-mode discharges (whose confinement times fit the empirical Low-mode (L-mode) scalings [3, 4] ), the Supershot [SI, High poloidal beta plasmas [ 6 ] , discharges with a reversed shear (RS) magnetic configuration [7] , limiter High-mode (H-mode) plasmas [SI, and Supershots enhanced by Lithium (Li) pellet conditioning [9, lo] . These scalings were also applied to deuterium-tritium (DT) discharges. From the neutron scaling, one can estimate a scale factor between D and DT neutron yields. We find that the stored energy and neutron yield of TFTR neutral beam heated discharges are closely associated with the core fueling of the heating beams. We also find that the empirical relation between plasma ion energy content and the beam fueling parameter, Hne, has a much different form than the relationship between electron energy content and the beam fueling parameter. The ion stored energy and fusion power production of the plasma are relatively insensitive to variations in plasma current, Zp, toroidal field, BT, and safety factor, q, as compared to their dependence on Hne. In contrast, the electron stored energy is relatively insensitive to Hne, and has a greater dependence on plasma current. On the other hand, these plasma parameters are extremely important in determination of the stability boundary together with Hne [Ill. The importance of Hne on the plasma performance has also been reported on other large neutral beam heated tokamaks [12, 
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In section 11, a brief summary of the modeled neutral-beam fueling profile shape factor 1141 is provided. Here, the beam fueling profife shape factor is formulated as a function of plasma density and profile shape factor based on calculations. In section 111, scalings with multiplication factors and exponents for the stored energy of each plasma species (ions and electrons) and the D neutron emission are provided. In section IVY further tests of the scalings for D discharges on new operating regimes such as Supershots at different major radii, enhanced Supershots with lithium conditioning, discharges with reversed shear magnetic configuration and DT discharges are discussed.
Here, it is shown that the neutron production of discharges is not directly influenced by the toroidal field within the stability boundary where magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity is moderate [ 151. In section V, we attempt to provide a connection of the scaling for ion stored energy to several key theoretical transport [16, 17, 18, 191 models. In section VI, the physics related to the beam fueling parameter in other major tokamaks based on published articles is reviewed.
Heating beam fueling profile
The definition as well as the detailed calculation of the computed neutral-beam particle deposition profile peakedness for TFTR are provided in Refs. [14, 20] . Following these studies, Hne is defined as the ratio of the central beam fueling rate to the volume averaged beam fueling rate. This definition is similar to the density peakedness factor Fne =ne(0) /<ne >, where Pte(0) is the central electron density and <ne > is volume-averaged electron density. Note that Hne is similar in definition to H(0) established in the earliest days of neutral beam research [21] . When the beam has single energy component, Hne = H(0). The attenuation of the injected neutral-beam is to first order proportional to the local electron density, so a peaked neutral-beam deposition profile can be achieved at high density only with a peaked density profile in TFTR. In order to parameterize the expression of H,, for a larger database subset, a regression has been performed for values of Hne calculated by the Transport (TRANSP) code [22] as a function of lineaveraged electron density and the density peakedness factor. Among the functional combinations, the best description is given by and shown in Fig. 2 , where Fne and ite (in m-3 ) are the measured peakedness and lineaveraged density of electrons. The relationship in Eq. [ 11 shows that a peaked electron density profile shape is essential for peaked deposition of the neutral beam at high density. This expression (with the same coefficients) is applicable to TFTR discharges at . different major radius. This subject is discussed in further detail in section V.
Using the measured Fne(t) and ne(t), it is instructive to examine the time dependence of Hne together with other plasma parameters for typical TFTR discharges. Fig. 3 shows the temporal evolution of Hne for L-mode and supershot discharges at the same beam power (PB -22 Mw). In the supershot, the initial central beam fueling is significantly greater than that in the L-mode plasma due to differences in the pre-beam electron density. The initial high level of central beam fueling is maintained in the Supershot (Hne -3.0) as ne is increased, until a "Carbon bloom" [23] (accompanied by a sudden rise of edge electron density) occurs at about 3.8 sec. The degradation of Wtot and neutron emission (S, ) is well correlated with the reduction in Hne (-3.0 to -1.0) .
For the L-mode plasma, the low initial beam fueling (Hne -1.0) falls rapidly to -0.3 so that subsequent to neutral beam injection (NBI), there is almost an order of magnitude difference in Hne between the supershot and L-mode plasmas. It is striking, however, that the accumulated We in each discharge is similar in magnitude. Therefore Wi in the supershot discharge is significantly greater than that of the L-mode discharge. The D neutron emission in the L-mode discharge is an order of magnitude smaller than in the supershot discharge. The strong dependence of Wi on H,e , and the relatively weak dependence of We on Hne suggests that the two species should be considered separately when developing a scaling for total plasma energy in TFTR.
Scalings for the stored energy and fusion reactivity
The empirical scaling of plasma stored energy and fusion neutron yield are derived using a database of approximately 870 TFTR deuterium discharges, constrained to deuterium gas fueled discharges only. The data points are taken at the time of peak global stored energy. In order to eliminate other possible strong parametric dependencies, this data set is constrained to fixed plasma major and minor radii of R = The total stored energy Wlnt is determined from magnetic measurements, so that both the thermal and fast-beam ion energies are included. The electron stored energy is calculated using the measured electron density and temperature profile. The ion stored energy is defined as Wi = Wfot -We , where We is the electron stored energy. Note that Wi consists of both thermal and fast beam-ions. In principle, the stored energy of fastbeam ions should be studied separately from thermal ions. However, it is difficult and somewhat arbitrary to distinguish thermal ions from fast-beam ions when the ion temperature, as inferred from the measured carbon impurity temperature, approaches the incoming beam-ion energy. If the conventional analysis is applied to supershot plasmas [24] , the fast-beam ion fraction in the supershot discharge is very close to that of an Lmode plasma.
The observed scatter in the ion stored energy data at various heating power can be significantly reduced by utilizing the parameters Iffie and Zp as shown in Refs. [ll, 201. Most importantly, the role of Hne is much more significant than that of Zp . Thus the stored ion energy can be described well by using only PB and Hne as shown in Fig. 4a with the scaling where C1 is 2.04 x 104. The fact that the stored ion energy scaling is nearly linearly correlated with the central beam fueling ( P B Hne ) has important implications. For a fixed Furthermore, we can define the fusion power gain for DD discharges, Q~D , for a fixed plasma volume as
As shown in this equation, QDD is nearly linearly proportional to the central beam fueling. Therefore, it is most efficient to improve Q D~ by increasing Hne for a given heating beam power.
V. Further Application of the Scalings on TFTR
In this section, the applicability of the scalings derived in section I11 at fixed major radii is examined for plasma with improved limiter conditioning and maximum Q , various major radii, different degrees of co and counter directed NBI, altered current profile shapes, and deuterium-tritium fuel. It is found that the functional forms of the original scalings can be retained, and that the data can be quantitatively represented by small changes to the constant multiplicative factors in the scalings for Yot and S : .
It is found that the stored energy is not strongly correlated with the major radius explicitly. This is illustrated in Fig. 6a , where the ratio (Wt,, qat ) is shown as a This data set includes discharges with a reversed shear (RS) magnetic configuration [7] .
Since the scalings of section 111 were derived from data constrained to having nearly balanced injection of the heating beam, it is informative to examine if the scalings are directly applicable to discharges with strongly co or counter heating beam sources. DT discharges is about 25% higher than that of comparable D discharges. This fact has been attributed to an isotopic effect [24] due to the usage of tritium. When the scaling Tot of the stored energy derived from D discharges is applied to DT plasmas, it is found that the stored energy of DT discharges (both Supershots and L-mode discharges) fits to 1.25 x qol as shown in Fig. 8a . Note that the DT discharges in this figure have a fuel ratio (T/(D+T)) ranging from 30% to 70%. Considering that there are many differences between deuterium and tritium beam sources as discussed in section 2, it would be desirable to have a comparison study of Ohmic deuterium and tritium plasmas where the energy of the neutral of D and T are identical, in order to clarify whether or not this difference is due to an intrinsic isotopic effect in the plasma rather than due to the heating beam sources.
VI. Relationship to theoretical transport models
There have been many different theoretical models proposed to explain variations in TE in tokamaks. At present, research emphasis has been placed on two groups of studies: localized enhanced core transport based on ExB shear [19] , and non-local enhanced core transport based on ion temperature gradient (ITG) marginality [16] .
Transport models based on radial electric field shear, inherited from the interpretation of the L-mode to H-mode transition at the plasma edge, may be explicitly Even though, the neutral beam heating sources used in most tokamaks are more or less similar to the beam sources employed in TFTR, there are significant differences in the beam fueling profile due to the beam line arrangement and operating plasma positions. In addition to the differences in the beam line orientation and the plasma crosssectional shape, the time evolution of plasma density profiles can significantly influence the dependence of the performance on Hne as well.
Shaped and diverted plasmas differ from circular plasmas in several ways including profiles that are generally broader. Due to the relatively small contact point of the divertor strike point with the wall, there is a distinct advantage in the particle influx control. However, it is surprising to find that there are similarities in the performance improvement in a diverted plasma with respect to the beam fueling. If the performance of beam heated discharges is largely due to the variation of Hne , the shaping factors such as elongation and triangularity in a shaped plasmas can relax the required line-average density and/or peakedness of density profile required to attain a given value of Hne .
The NBI systems on the JET tokamak have two different beam energies (-140 keV and -80 keV) and allow on-axis tangential injection. However, recent modifications implemented for a divertor study have resulted in an off-axis tangential heating system due to the imposed upward shift of the plasma position due to the divertor. In this configuration, neutron production was significantly reduced compared to previous results
1271.
Off-axis beam deposition may not be entirely responsible for the observed degraded performance following the installation of the new divertor system but it provides a logical interpretation of the result 1271. 
